
 

 

 

BGR The Burger Joint Final Election Update: 
ROMNEY WINS (Presidential Burger) RACE 

  
Bethesda, Md. – BGR The Burger Joint’s 2012 Presidential Burger competition, pitting burgers 
inspired by the two major party presidential candidates – President Barack Obama and 
Republican contender Mitt Romney – was finally decided today.  After a grueling competition 
with both sides taking the lead throughout the competition, The Romney Burger broke away 
from a dead heat to take the coveted title.  
 
Founder Mark Bucher’s initial update showed Obama as the clear leader, but Romney surged 
three weeks ago with the competing burgers coming to a dead heat last week.  This week, the 
Romney burger crept ahead to take the final lead over the incumbent.  Final standings, through 
today, Monday, November 4 are as follows: 
 
The President Barack Obama Burger  1784       (+133 from last week) 
a signature BGR patty topped with a Chicago “Vienna Beef” hot dog with neon green relish and sport peppers 

 
The Governor Mitt Romney Burger  1797      (+146 from last week) 
a nod to New England surf and turf which includes a signature BGR patty topped with Lobster and hollandaise 

 
The two burgers are sharing billing as BGR The Burger Joint’s “Burger of the Month” through 
Election Day, with $1 from the sale of each Presidential Burger sold going to benefit Share Our 
Strength’s No Kid Hungry Campaign. 
 
About BGR The Burger Joint 
Founded in Washington D.C. by Mark Bucher, BGR serves burgers that are crafted with the finest beef 
on the planet – all natural. Besides their award-winning burgers, such as the fan-favorite Wellington 
burger, BGR features hand spun shakes and the largest burger of them all, the 9 Pounder. For more 
information visit  www.bgrtheburgerjoint.com.  Also visit us on Facebook and twitter.  
 
For media information contact Kenny Fried at kfried@aboutbwf.com or 202-468-8200. 
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